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CAR DEALERSHIP KEY AND VEHICLE THEFTS 

 

(U) The Auto Theft Intelligence Coordination Center (ATICC) is reporting a series of auto thefts from car dealerships. 

(U) The auto theft series spans from Fort Collins to Colorado Springs and include a number of different makes and 

models.  There are two observed modus operandi for these auto thieves:

 (U) The auto thieves act as if they are potential customers at the car dealership during business hours. They steal 

sets of keys which belong to cars for sale or belong to customer vehicles in the service area.  These keys are 

generally stored behind the counter or on a key board in an unsecured area.  The auto thieves return at night 

and steal the vehicles with the keys.  On occasion dealership employees are known to be involved. 

 (U) The auto thieves will act as if they want to purchase a car from the lot, however, they are actually selecting 

which vehicle(s) they or their crew will come back and steal.  The auto thieves will then return after hours and 

break into the lockbox on the vehicle, obtain the keys and steal the vehicle. 

(U) Prevention: 

 (U) Key Control: 

o (U) The key lockbox in the dealership should be locked at all times. 

o (U) Key boards in the service area should be replaced with a lockbox. 

o (U) Remove key lock boxes from vehicles for sale on the car lot and store inside a secure area in the 

dealership. 

(U) By utilizing secure key control, Colorado dealerships can help prevent these types of auto thefts from continuing in 

the future.  
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